
FinQuest
ONLINE BOOKKEEPING COMPANY

FOR CHILD CARE CENTERS
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WHO ARE WE

FinQuest is an online bookkeeping service provider that 

specifically handles financial management for child 

care centers in the local region.  To address the 

bookkeeping needs of providers, we handle everything 

from revenue recognition to expense capture.  

Ultimately, we ensure that the finances of child care 

centers are well managed while also providing an 

accurate picture of the status of the center.  
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WHAT DO WE DO

 We develop winning budgets that help navigate 
providers to a strong cash flow position 

 We provide sound income and expense management 
for centers

 We give solid financial advice that help guide 
provider’s focus

 We handle monthly financial reconciliation and 
balance the books

 We help providers focus on what is essential to the 
center’s financial well being via our early warning 
system

 We provide expense reduction recommendations and 
give guidance to improve income
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HOW DO WE OPERATE

 We use QuickBooks online to 
connect to the bank account of 
providers.  This enables FinQuest to 
electronically download all expenses 
and income collected for the week.  

 FinQuest then reconciles the income 
and expense to ensure there is a 
balance between what is recorded 
at the bank and what is contained in 
QB Online.  

 We provide timely and relevant 
charts and graphs that give insight 
into the operations.
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WHAT’S INCLUDED

 Online access to financial reports – budgets, income 
statements, cash flow statements and balance sheets 

 Training via webinars on how to read financial reports 
for providers

 Graphical depiction of the state of the financials 

 Weekly budget reports emailed with highlights of key 
watch areas

 Monthly management discussions via phone to go over 
status of financials and to talk about specific watch 
areas.  

 Recommendations on how to better position financials 
and where attention must be given to correct out of 
balance conditions
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WHY SELECT FINQUEST

EXPERIENCED
We know and understand 

the child care industry and 

all the nuances associated 

with this industry 

This includes the intricacies 

of government assisted 

programs such as CAPS, the 

GA Pre-K Lottery and the 

Food Program (CACFP). 

PROFESSIONAL
Our associates are trained 

and highly skilled.  Most 

have MBA’s, degrees in 

finance & accounting or 

financial certifications.   

These professionals give 

insight that help providers 

better manage their 

business

COST SAVINGS

We are less than the cost of 

a full time staff member, yet 

we are working on your 

financials full time.  

Ultimately, those cost savings 

can be added to the 

bottom line of the business. 
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PRICING

Our pricing provides a discount 
for providers because we 
consider the staffing and labor 
cost that are such a large 
portion of the balance sheet.  
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HOW DO WE GET STARTED

 An agreement is signed that outlines and details the 

services that are provided.  It highlights what is 

expected and clarifies timing for the services that 

are delivered to providers.  

 This agreement contains a non-disclosure and 

confidentiality clause to protect the interest of our 

customers/clients. 

 QuickBooks on-line will be set up to download data 

from the providers bank account so that the 

bookkeeping process can commence.  
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